
Non-refutable inherent logic evidence for at least three re-positionings of the earth 
(1)  The "Joshua event", date unknown but many hundreds of years before the CCR 
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The Israelites saw their god in the sky : contemporary "religious" explanation! 
The god of the Israelites caused a meteor shower to fall : contemporary "religious" explanation! 
The god of the Israelites caused the sun and moon to stand still : contemporary "religious" explanation! 
Large celestial bodies passing near the earth can cause meteor showers : Recent modern knowledge! 
By making the earth tumble large celestial bodies passing near the earth can cause the sun and moon 
appearing to "stand still" : Recent (not older than about a hundred years) modern knowledge! 
Since the Israelites did not possess modern astronomical explanations but still report the 3 
observations A-C together, the report must be astrophysically true. 

(2)  The CCR (="Julian" Calendar Reform), according to the RHNH perhaps around -950 UC 
(1000 XC) 
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The CCR added 1/4 of a day to a former 365 days per year calendar. 
The decree independently notes (Greek version 45/6) that the reform in addition takes account of the 
new "disposition of the pole" or the "general ordering of the heavens". 
Because the authors knew nothing about these astronomically interdependent phenomena, the CCR, 
too, was the result of an exoterrestrically caused re-positioning of the earth some years before. 

(3)  Cause of the GCR 
-573 UC (1372 XC): First document describing March 21 not agreeing with the spring equinox & the 
length of the year not measuring 365.25 days any longer. 
-370 UC (1575 XC): Start of astronomical observations regarding the March 21 tradition & the length of 
the year with the results that (i) 10 days have to be removed from the "Julian" calendar to re-introduce 
the equinox tradition again & (ii) a new leap-year rule for fixing the tradition in future in a year which had 
now been observed to have 365.2425 days only has to be introduced. 
-363 UC (1582 XC) GCR introduced. 
Because two to the science of the day independent phenomena (March 21 equinox tradition & changed 
year length) were discovered together by observation only 200 years before the reform of the calendar 
they caused, the earth must have been re-positioned some very few years before their discovery, 
obviously at the time of the last exoterrestrically caused catastrophe (Black Death) -597 UC (1348 XC). 

ERGO! At least 3 independently reported events having occurred many generations 
apart but producing identical evidence for re-positionings of the earth, viewed as an 
assembly of facts leave absolutely no doubt that they happened, & that therefore the 
planetary system underwent changes until VERY recently up to -597 UC (1348 XC). 
This brief reasoning eliminates at one stroke from human & natural history beyond the first half of 
the Trecento all astronomically retro-calculated datings, enforcing the RHNH in historical years 
according to events analysis & stratigraphic evidence.  
(Anybody inquiring into the XC should also be aware of the facts (i) that its "1st" millennium is a pure construct into which 
was designed the historiography the collective fondly believes in by the chronographers of the Trecento & the 
Quattrocento (still named for the real historical value they represent), & (ii) that astronomical retro-calculations due to the 
re-positionings of the earth are not possible before -590 UC, ie before the middle of the Trecento.) 

A New Timeline for the Historic Ages
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DesAšter series spawn Old Dynasties Survival chaos "Apocalypse" is compulsively repeated Attempt at
& pilot the development of civilisation & innovations because of collective amnesia RHNH

-3800/-2500 ??? -1600/-1400 ?? -960/-760 ? -597 (1348 XC) 0 UC epoch
-120/-80 G -50/-40 G?? -30/-24 G -19 G Generations @ 32 years

1st Jolt of series Last Jolt (Christian era) Era change
 

XC  =  Christian Calendar UC  =  Universal Calendar (its epoch the spring equinox of 1945 XC) 
GCR  =  Gregorian Calendar Reform -370/-363 UC (1577/1582 XC) 
CCR  =  Canopus Calendar Reform (=the "Julian" Calendar Reform), following the RHNH around –950 UC (1000 XC) 
RHNH  =  Reconstruction of Human & Natural History 
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